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SYNOPSIS

An experimental program was formulated to investigate the �exural behaviour of

concrete prestressed with aramid �bre reinforced plastic tendons �AFRPs�� The par�

ticular focus was the in�uence of the bond between an AFRP tendon and concrete on

the �exural response of a beam�

In the main test series pre�tensioned concrete beams were cast using either one of two

types of AFRP tendons or steel tendons� The in�uence of bond was studied by testing

beams with fully�bonded tendons� unbonded tendons or partially�bonded tendons� It

was found that� although the fully�bonded beams had a high ultimate load capacity�

only limited rotation occurred prior to failure� In contrast� large rotations were noted

in the unbonded beams but the strengths of these members were signi�cantly �	
��

lower than those of the fully�bonded beams� The only beams that achieved both a high
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rotation capacity and a high ultimate load capacity were the beams with partially�

bonded tendons�

It is suggested that the use of partially�bonded tendons could provide the basis of a

new design method for concrete beams prestressed with FRPs�

Key words � Prestressed concrete� �exure� bond� advanced composites�

aramid� FRP� �bre reinforced plastics

INTRODUCTION

The social and �nancial costs associated with the repair of existing corrosion�

damaged steel reinforced concrete infrastructure are high� In the UK� the Department

of Transport has only recently lifted a  year ban on the use of grouted steel prestressing

tendons� The ban had been imposed because of fears of the tendons corroding and the

di�culties associated with the detection of this type of deterioration� The problems

associated with steel corrosion are most severe in countries where road deicing salts

are used extensively� The construction industry needs to seek alternatives to steel rein�

forcement� a potential solution is the use of �bre reinforced plastics �FRPs� as concrete

reinforcement�

The term� �bre reinforced plastics� describes a group of materials composed of in�

organic or organic �bres embedded in a resin matrix� FRPs are light�weight� strong�

non�magnetic and� for the most part� non�corrodible� It is the last property which is

particularly attractive to designers�

In the construction industry� the most commonly used FRPs are glass �bre rein�

forced plastics �GFRPs�� carbon �bre reinforced plastics �CFRPs� and aramid �bre

	



reinforced plastics �AFRPs�� Figure � shows typical stress�strain properties of these

three materials and steel� The focus of the present study is AFRPs� but it is believed

that the principles identi�ed in the current work are applicable to all three types of

FRP materials�

RESEARCH SIGNIFICANCE

Conventional �exural design methods for steel�prestressed concrete members are

based on the assumption that the steel will yield prior to the failure of the beam�

When the steel yields� large de�ections ensue and inelastic energy is absorbed� The

absorption of inelastic energy results in a ductile structure�

FRP materials are linearly elastic and do not yield� Hence the amount of plastic

energy dissipated in an FRP system is much less than with a steel�prestressed system�

As there is a high proportion of elastic energy in a structure with FRP reinforcement�

it is essential that large rotations occur in these members to warn of pending failure�

The distinction between rotation capacity and ductility is important� The occur�

rence of large elastic rotations in a member prestressed with FRPs does not necessarily

result in a ductile structure� Final failure due to rupture of the FRP tendons will be

brittle and sudden� with large amounts of elastic energy being released� From a safety

point of view� the necessity of a high rotation capacity in members with FRP tendons

therefore becomes crucial�

The FRP industry had been producing tendons that were indented to look like

reinforcing bars� and they were conducting tests to demonstrate the high bond capacities

that could be achieved� Burgoyne� questioned the desirability of this approach� The
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aim of the present study was to demonstrate the in�uence of the bond between the

AFRP tendon and concrete on the rotation capacity of a concrete beam prestressed

with AFRPs�

THE INFLUENCE OF BOND

Before cracking occurs� the strains in the concrete are small� and fairly uniform over

the length of the beam� so the degree of bond has relatively little e�ect on the behaviour

of the beam� However� once cracking occurs in the concrete� the amount of bond can

have a signi�cant e�ect�

Beams with fully�bonded tendons must have the same change in strain in both

the tendon and the concrete� except at the crack locations where there must be some

breakdown of bond on either side of the crack� If the tendon can yield �as for steel

tendons� high bond stresses do not cause a problem� the tendon carries its yield load

and can stretch plastically to maintain compatibility� However� if the tendon cannot

yield �as for FRP tendons� it will snap as soon as the strain reaches a limiting value�

The result will be a high moment capacity� since the tendon reaches its failure load�

but limited rotation capacity�

With unbonded or external tendons� the tendon is free to slide relative to the con�

crete� The strain increase in the tendon due to the displacement is distributed fairly

uniformly along the length of the tendon� Large rotations can be realised since the con�

crete can have a large strain at a few crack locations� while the tendon has a relatively

low strain over its whole length� The corollary is that since the tendon�s strain� and

hence stress� are low� the moment capacity is reduced and the �nal failure is typically





due to premature concrete crushing at one of the crack locations�

The idea of partial bond is thus to obtain the best of both worlds� There should be

su�cient bond to allow the tendon to achieve its full strength� but the amount of bond

must be limited to ensure that the tendon can achieve high strains over a reasonable

length before failure� Both a high ultimate load capacity and high rotation can then be

achieved �see Figure 	��

In the current work� partial bonding was achieved in two ways� either by intermit�

tently bonding sections of tendon� or by coating the tendon with a resin of known� low�

shear strength� Both of these types of partial bonding are described below�

Intermittent bond

In this system� discrete lengths of FRP tendon are alternately bonded and debonded

�see Figure ��� By intermittently debonding the tendon� the length over which the

tendon can strain is controlled�

Figure �a shows part of a concrete beam� subject to a sagging bending moment�

A pre�tensioning tendon which is alternately bonded �B� and unbonded �UB� to the

concrete passes through this region� In general� the unbonded lengths will be longer

than the bonded lengths�

In the �gure� the bonded sections are denoted by open boxes and are pre�xed with

�B� whereas the unbonded sections are represented as a thin line and are pre�xed with

�UB�� A subscript is used to identify a particular tendon segment� The tendon forces�

T� along the length of the tendon are also shown�

Before loading� the tendon forces in all the regions are equal to the initial prestress






force� P�� When a load is applied� the compressive strain in the concrete decreases on

the lower face until a crack forms� For the purposes of illustration� it will be supposed

that this crack intersects segment UB�� the force in this segment will increase to the

level T��

The subsequent behaviour depends on the length of the adjacent bonded segments�

If the bonded lengths are insu�cient to carry the di�erence between the ultimate

capacity of the tendon and the initial prestress force� the bond will break down during

loading �Figure �b�� Hence� the extent and distribution of the bonded sections can be

designed so that when the force in a particular unbonded segment� say UB�� approaches

a pre�determined threshold� the bond in an adjacent bonded segment �say� B	� will

break down and force would be transferred to UB�� This type of controlled bond

failure prevents any individual segment from becoming over�stressed and causing a

brittle failure� at least until the neighbouring regions are fully stressed�

An alternative case arises if the bonded lengths are su�cient to transfer the di�er�

ence between the ultimate capacity of the tendon and the initial prestress force� the

bond will not then break down during loading �Figure �c�� Hence� in this scenario� even

when the force in segment UB� approaches the breaking load of the tendon� there is

no transfer of force from UB� to UB� or from UB� to UB
� The rotation at the crack

location will be dependent only on the length of the unbonded region� UB��

Coating of tendon

Another possibility is to reduce the bond strength between the tendon and the

concrete by coating the tendon with a resin adhesive� The properties of the resin
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should be such that only small bond stresses can be sustained� which controls the rate

at which force can build up in the tendon along its length� As a result� when cracking

occurs� the force in the tendon varies over a signi�cant length on either side of the crack�

The length required to transmit the additional force to the tendon is a function of the

resin shear strength and is related to the angle � �as shown in Figure �� The angle

� re�ects the change in force with length� and the distribution of tendon force due to

three di�erent values of � are shown in the �gure �a constant bond stress distribution

has been assumed�� In each case the force T� and the length Lab vary� and the analysis

is complex� the force T� must satisfy overall equilibrium of the section� and the triangle

of length Lab and height T� � Po is related to the additional extension of the tendon�

which must satisfy overall compatibility conditions� This analysis will be described

elsewhere��

After transfer� the force in the tendon at locations �� � and 
 are all equal to the

initial prestress force� P�� If a crack occurs at � there will be an increase in the tendon

force at this location� The rate at which this force increase can be transmitted along

the tendon is governed by the value of �� which will thus dictate the tendon length

which is a�ected by the force increase�

The magnitude of � has an important in�uence on the behaviour of the beam� If

� is too large then the strain near the crack occurs over only a small length of tendon

and although the increase in force is quite high� the extension of the tendon will be

minimal� As a result only small rotations will occur and the behaviour of the beam

will be similar to that of beams with fully�bonded tendons �Figure c�� If the value

of � is too small then� after �rst cracking� the tendon strains over such a long length
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that the �exural response becomes analogous to beams with unbonded tendons� So�

although large rotations are realised� the moment capacity would be expected to be

reduced �Figure d��

Hence� a judicious choice of � is required which is low enough to ensure large rota�

tions but large enough to ensure that adequate forces develop at the crack interface� In

this way� a distributed crack pattern will result and the tendon will be able to achieve

its full capacity prior to concrete crushing�

TEST PROGRAMME

The main experimental programme was designed to demonstrate the in�uence of the

bond between an AFRP tendon and concrete on the �exural response of a pre�tensioned

concrete beam� Beams with fully�bonded� unbonded and partially�bonded tendons were

considered�

Design philosophy

Concrete beams pre�tensioned with small diameter AFRP tendons were cast and

tested� Two types of AFRP tendon� a braided rod comprised of Kevlar � �bres in an

epoxy resin �FiBRA� and a spiral wound pultrusion with Technora �bre in a vinylester

matrix �Technora rod�� were used �see Figure 
�� Beams with steel tendons were in�

cluded in the bonded and unbonded test series for comparison purposes� The properties

of the three tendon materials can be found in Table ��

The use of small diameter tendons was deemed to be advantageous since specimen

sizes could be kept to a minimum and a pre�tensioned system was chosen since it

avoided the need for long�term anchorages� However� the provision of even a temporary
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anchoring system proved to be problematic� A stressing system based on the use of

expansive cement couplers was eventually chosen���

It was proposed that the strands be tensioned to approximately ��� of their ultimate

strength� A high proportion of the creep and relaxation experienced by the FRP tendons

occurs soon after tensioning� It was therefore expected that by the time the beams

were tested the tendons would be stressed to approximately ����
� of their ultimate

capacity� This seemed to be a practical level of prestressing and� in view of the time�

scale of the experiments� long�term stress rupture would not be an issue at these levels

of prestressing���

In order to have similar ultimate load capacities for both the AFRP beams� the

beams with the braided AFRP contained � no� ��� mm diameter tendons whereas the

beams with the spiral wound AFRP contained 	 no�  mm diameter tendons� The

beams with prestressing steel were stressed using 	 no� 
 mm diameter tendons which

were part of the laboratory�s stock� In each case the centroid of the tendons was located

in the middle third of the beam �see Figure ��� The section sizes �����	���	��� mm�

and prestress levels were the same in all cases but the extent and distribution of the

bond between the concrete and the tendon varied� All the beams were tested in �exure

using a four point loading arrangement �see Figure ��� For the partially�bonded beams�

an � mm high triangular crack inducer was included at the centre of the beam thereby

reducing the beam depth at this section� This was primarily intended to �x the location

of the �rst crack so that the beam could be properly instrumented�

The test series included beams with fully�bonded� unbonded� intermittently�bonded

and adhesive�bonded tendons� In all cases� the ends of the tendon remained bonded to
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the concrete to ensure the integrity of the tendon anchorage�

Fully�bonded and unbonded beams

The fully�bonded beams were designed to fail due to tendon rupture� In contrast�

the unbonded beams� where the central portion of the tendon was debonded from the

concrete� were expected to fail as a result of concrete crushing�

Intermittently�bonded beams

The �rst series of intermittently�bonded beams were designed so that� as the force

on one side of the bonded section reached a certain threshold� the bond would break

down and the force would be transmitted to an adjacent length of tendon� This would

be designed to occur before the more highly stressed element ruptured�

Based on the results of a series of prestressed pull�out tests��� it was clear that

a signi�cant bond stress could be transmitted through very short bonded lengths of

tendon� A bond length of �
 mm was chosen to encourage the bond to break down

when the tendon reached a force of approximately ���� Pult� where Pult is the breaking

load of the tendon� To investigate possible e�ects due to an asymmetrical distribution

of bond� the lengths of the bonded tendon segments on one side of the beam were

increased to 	� mm �see Figure �c��

In the second series of intermittently�bonded beams� the bonded lengths were much

longer ���� mm� and more indicative of a length that would be considered in the design

of a prototype beam �see Figure �d�� However� as a result� the bond was unlikely to

break down during testing and the tendon would snap� although at a larger rotation

than for the fully�bonded beams�
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Adhesive�bonded beams

The goal of the adhesive�bonded tests was to determine the e�ect of limiting the

bond between the tendon and the concrete by coating the tendon with a resin �see

Figure �e�� Tests were carried out to give an initial insight into the bond strength of

the adhesive���

Experimental procedure

The use of a Rapid Hardening Portland Cement mix to obtain a high strength at

an early age optimised the casting�testing programme �a compressive cube strength of

approximately �� MPa was achieved after � days�� Because of the low water cement

ratio ������� a superplasticiser was added to the mix to improve workability�

The casting rig was designed so that two beams could be cast at the same time �see

Figure ��� The de�tensioning system was such that the prestress force would be released

gradually�

The test set�up was incorporated in a sti� reaction frame� The loads were applied

using two �� tonne ���� kN� hydraulic jacks� each with ��� mm extension �see Figure ���

Experimental methodology

The AFRP tendons were prepared to suit the particular test series� The fully�bonded

tendons required no treatment� For the unbonded and partially�bonded tendons� the

unbonded regions were formed by covering the tendons in appropriate lengths of plastic

tube�

The manufacture of the adhesive�bonded tendons was complex and several trials

were required to optimise the procedure of applying the adhesive to the tendons� Visual
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and tactile observations of the coated tendons indicated that the coating of the braided

AFRP resulted in a smooth outer surface� The coating of the spiral wound AFRP was

not su�ciently thick to fully coat the outer spiral winding� so small deformations were

still present on the outer coated surface� The average coated tendon diameter for the

braided and spiral wound AFRPs were �� mm and �
 mm respectively�

After the necessary tendon preparations had been completed� both ends of the AFRP

tendon were connected to pieces of prestress wire using the expansive cement couplers

described elsewhere��� A schematic representation of this system can be found in Fig�

ure ��� The steel�AFRP�steel tendon was stressed and anchored using standard equip�

ment for the stressing of steel wire�

In order to monitor the load in the tendons during tensioning� two 
 mm strain

gauges were attached to each piece of the steel prestress wire� The gauges were attached

in parallel on either side of the tendon to mitigate the e�ects of any �exural strains in

the steel� Strain gauges were not attached to the AFRP for the following reasons�

� Conventional strain gauges have a maximum range of 	� elongation� The elon�

gation capacities of the FiBRA and Technora are 	� and ���� respectively�

� The strain gauges would measure the strain in the resin which would not neces�

sarily be representative of the strain in the FRP composite�

� The surface pro�les of the AFRPs were not conducive to the attachment of gauges�

the diameter of the FiBRAwas only ���mm and the rod was braided� the diameter

of the Technora was mm and the rod was characterised by closely spaced spiral

wrappings�
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However� the repercussion of this decision is that the tendon forces and bond stresses

during testing could only be determined through a back analysis of the experimental

results� Details of this analysis will be the subject of a companion paper��

The tendons were tensioned individually using a hand�powered PSC single wire jack

with a capacity of about �� kN� The rate of tensioning was approximately � kN per

minute� The load in the tendon was monitored using the strain gauges attached to the

steel prestress wire� To con�rm the force in the tendon the load in the jack was also

monitored and the overall extension of the tendon noted� After the required stress level

was reached� the live end of the tendon was locked o� and the procedure was repeated

until all the tendons had been tensioned� Almost immediately after tensioning� the

concrete beams were cast around the free length of aramid tendon located between the

couplers� By this time� the stress level in the tendons had dropped to about �
� of

the manufacturer�s assured load� primarily as a result of a large short�term relaxation

associated with the AFRP materials�

The concrete was batched in the laboratory using a pan mixer and two batches were

required for each set of beams� Three concrete cubes �������� mm�� two concrete

cylinders �����	�� mm� and two modulus of rupture specimens ���������
�� mm�

were cast from each batch�

After casting� the beams were covered with polythene sheet and left in the mould

for a period of three days� The formwork was then removed and the necessary gauges

attached� The beams were typically de�tensioned �ve days after casting and the average

concrete cube strength was found to be 

 MPa at transfer� Prior to transfer� the

prestress levels in the tendons were� in general� around ����
� of the manufacturers�
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assured loads�

Testing of Beams

In most cases� testing was carried out seven days after casting� Portal gauges were

attached along the length of the beam in order to measure the strains at set positions�

LVDT�s were used to monitor the displacements of the beam� Strain hoops to measure

slip were connected at either end of the tendons and load cells were placed under the

jacks �see Figure ���� The electronic gauging equipment was monitored using a data

logger and the time at which a reading was taken was manually controlled� In addition�

the crack patterns were visually noted and the patterns monitored throughout testing�

The beams were loaded monotonically until failure�

The control specimens were tested on the same day as the beams� In several cases

displacement�control tests were carried out on the concrete cylinders to ascertain the

concrete stress�strain relationships� The value of the modulus of elasticity for the spec�

imens varied between 	����� MPa and 		�
�� MPa� The average modulus of elasticity�

Ec� was 		���� MPa and the average strain at the ultimate load� �cu� was approximately

�������

As it was not possible to measure directly the prestress in the AFRP tendons� the

force in the coupled steel prestress wire at the time of de�tensioning �day 
� had to be

extrapolated to estimate the force in the AFRP tendons at the time of testing �day ���

Preliminary calculations suggested that the total losses due to concrete creep� concrete

shrinkage and tendon relaxation were small ����� for FiBRA� ��	� for Technora��

Hence� the prestress force at the time of de�tensioning was taken to be representative
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of the level of prestress at the time of testing without introducing a signi�cant loss of

accuracy�

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

During the testing of the beams� both the cracking and the load�de�ection behaviour

were monitored�

Crack patterns and behaviour

In the AFRP beams� as a crack formed it grew almost instantaneously to a height

of approximately �� mm above the base of the beam� The crack growth in the steel

beams was much less dramatic and immediately after a crack occurred� the crack height

was between � mm and �� mm above the base of the beam� The rapid crack growth

occurred in all the AFRP beams and was attributed to the low modulus of elasticity of

the aramid tendons� The crack patterns for each beam series were quite distinct�

The cracks in the fully�bonded series were fairly uniformly distributed� Fork�like

patterns were noted in the cracks in the constant moment region whereas the cracks

that occurred in the shear span tended not to fork but to propagate towards the load

points �see Figure �	a�c��

The unbonded series was notable in that usually only a single crack occurred in each

beam �see Figure �	d�f�� In the beams with either steel or spiral wound AFRP tendons�

the crack occurred close to the centreline of the beam� In the beam with braided AFRP

tendons� the crack was o�set ��� mm from the beam centreline� After the occurrence

of the �rst crack� extensive horizontal cracking was noted with increasing load�

In both the �rst intermittently�bonded series �where the bond was expected to break
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down during testing� and the second intermittently�bonded series �where the bond was

not expected to break down during testing�� three cracks occurred in the AFRP beams

�see Figure ��a�d��

Qualitatively� the greatest di�erences between the two types of AFRP beam be�

haviours were noted in the adhesive�bonded beams �see Figure ��e�f�� In the spiral

wound AFRP beam� the central crack occurred at the crack inducer and� as the load

increased� a second crack formed� However� no further cracks occurred and it was found

that the second crack closed upon subsequent loading� A minimal amount of rotation

took place at the second crack and the behaviour as the beam approached failure was

similar to that of the unbonded beams� In contrast� the braided AFRP beam cracked

in three places with large rotations occurring at each crack location� All three cracks

occurred in the constant moment region�

Ultimate loads

The ultimate loads and failure modes for the experimental beams can be found in

Table 	� The load Pu represents the applied load� in excess of the beam dead�weight�

which resulted in the failure of the beam� The concrete compressive cube strength and

the concrete tensile strength are denoted by fcu and ft respectively�

It should be noted that the fully�bonded AFRP beams failed due to tendon rupture�

In contrast� the unbonded AFRP beams failed at a lower load due to concrete crushing�

Half of the partially�bonded beams failed due to concrete crushing �TIB�� FIB�� and

TAB��

There was one partially�bonded case where failure was due to the tendons rupturing
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�FIB	� and two cases where concrete crushing and tendon rupture appeared to occur

simultaneously �TIB	� FAB�� The failure of both the concrete and the tendon at the

same time would represent the most e�cient use of the composite�

Load�de�ection curves

The load�de�ection curves for the AFRP beams can be found in Figure �� A

drop�o� in load was noted after the occurrence of each crack�

DISCUSSION OF BEAM BEHAVIOUR

During the testing of the fully�bonded beams� a noticeable curvature was observed

through the constant moment region� Numerous cracks occurred but the rotation at

each crack location was limited� The ultimate capacity of these beams was high as

failure was due to tendon rupture� However� only a small amount of de�ection had

taken place prior to the brittle failure�

In the unbonded beams� large de�ections were exhibited �approximately twice those

of the fully�bonded beams�� The crack in the constant moment region acted as a hinge

and the sections of beam on either side of the crack behaved as rigid bodies� However�

high localised strains were generated in the concrete at the hinge location and �nal

failure was due to the premature concrete crushing at the hinge� The ultimate load

capacity was 	
� lower than that of the fully�bonded beams�

In all cases� the de�ections of the partially�bonded beams were greater than those of

the fully�bonded beams and� with the exception of the adhesive�bonded beamwith spiral

wound AFRP tendons� the partially�bonded beams had higher ultimate load capacities

than the unbonded beams� As in the unbonded beams� the �exural cracks seemed to
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act as hinge locations and the sections of beams connected by the hinges appeared

to behave as rigid blocks� The formation of multiple cracks was a crucial element in

ensuring the enhancement of the rotation capacity of these beams� Furthermore� the

development of cracks was intrinsically connected to the extent and distribution of the

bond along the tendon� After �rst cracking� the occurrence of the second crack was

a function of the magnitude of force that the tendon could transmit to the concrete

through the bonded sections� If this force was less than a critical value� then second

cracking did not occur� An overview of aspects of the interaction between the cracking

behaviour and the tendon force are detailed elsewhere���

One potential drawback to a smaller number of cracks in the partially bonded beam

�when compared with the fully�bonded beams� is that there will possibly be less evidence

of pending failure� However� after the formation of a crack the subsequent rotations of

the partially�bonded beams were higher than those of the fully�bonded beams� Hence�

the presence of fewer visible cracks would be compensated by larger de�ections� A key

feature of the partially�bonded system is that the large rotations are a characteristic of

the ultimate limit state design� Under service loading the beam would be expected to

remain uncracked�

As discussed earlier� the current work focused on the rotation capacity of the beams

and did not directly address the question of ductility� In order to quantify the portion

of inelastic energy in the system� it would be necessary to unload the beams just prior

to failure and to measure the extent of the inelastic deformation� From the inelastic

deformation� one could then postulate both the total and elastic energy in the system�

Unfortunately� as it is often di�cult to predict the failure load� �nding the exact point
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at which to unload is problematic and hence load�cycling is required� In addition� Vijay

et al��� found that� in beams which failed by concrete crushing� the inelastic energy

was highly dependent on the stage at which the load was released at the onset of the

compressive failure�

In partially�bonded beams it is expected that the total energy input into the system

will result in a combination of the following actions� the extension of the tendon� the

straining of the concrete in compression� possible dowel action� the formation of cracks

in the concrete� aggregate interlock� the debonding of the tendon from the concrete and

the frictional bond resistance� As the beams were tested monotonically until failure it

is not possible to make de�nitive statements about the relative amounts of elastic and

inelastic energy �the residual inelastic deformations were not measured�� However� it

is important to note that the tendon extension is linearly elastic �except for possibly a

small amount of creep� and it is expected that this will be a dominant component of

the total energy of the system� Some inelastic energy will be dissipated in the concrete

hence the beams which exhibited large rotations are likely to have a higher plastic

energy absorption than the beams with small rotation capacities� The possibility of

enhancing this energy absorption is the subject of current research�

From the experimental results� it can be seen that the concept of partial bond has

far�reaching implications for the �exural design of concrete pre�tensioned with FRP

tendons �a discussion of these implications can be found elsewhere���� By controlling

the bond at particular locations along the beam� the designer can optimise both the

ultimate capacity and the rotation capacity of a beam�

Although the principle of partial bond is promising� further work is necessary to en�
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sure the long�term performance of the system� Additional areas requiring investigation

would include� the fatigue behaviour of the intermittently and adhesive�bonded beams�

the long term integrity of the bond and the e�ect of the intermittent or the adhesive

bond on the shear capacity of the beam�

CONCLUSIONS

The energy considerations in an FRP�prestressed beam are very di�erent from those

of a similar beam with steel tendons� There is little ductility in FRP systems and thus

the rotation capacity of these systems is of great importance� Failure due to tendon

rupture is brittle and sudden�

In the main experimental series� small�scale �����	���	��� mm� fully�bonded� un�

bonded and partially�bonded pre�tensioned concrete beams were cast� The beams were

tested under four�point loading until failure� The fully�bonded beams had a high ulti�

mate load capacity and failed due to tendon rupture� However� only limited rotations

occurred prior to failure� During the testing of the unbonded beams a single crack

formed and� although large rotations were apparent� premature failure occurred due to

concrete crushing� The ultimate load capacity of the unbonded beams was signi�cantly

lower �	
�� than that of the fully�bonded beams�

The partially�bonded beam tests were extremely successful and� with the exception

of the adhesive�bonded beam with spiral wound AFRP tendons� all the partially�bonded

beams had a high ultimate load capacity and a large rotation capacity� The beams

appeared to act as a series of rigid blocks connected by hinges� and the formation of

multiple cracks was a crucial element in ensuring that premature concrete crushing did

	�



not occur �as evidenced in the unbonded beams�� In two of the beams� the adhesive�

bonded braided AFRP beam and the second intermittently�bonded spiral wound AFRP

beam� an ultimate load capacity equivalent to that of the fully�bonded beams was

achieved� It was demonstrated that the idea of partial bonding could be used to optimise

the �exural response of concrete beams pre�tensioned with FRP tendons�
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NOTATION

B bonded segment

Ec modulus of elasticity of concrete

Et modulus of elasticity of tendon

fcu concrete compressive cube strength

ft modulus of rupture tensile strength of concrete

Lab bond breakdown length of adhesive bonded tendon

Lb bonded length of tendon segment

Lub unbonded length of tendon segment

Po initial prestress force

Pu ultimate applied load

	�



Pult manufacturer�s assured load for tendon

T force in tendon segment

UB unbonded segment

Vf volume fraction of �bres

� angle relating to the change in force with length

�cu ultimate concrete compressive strain at failure

� bar diameter
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